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Parks and open-space advocates — including former Denver

mayor Wellington Webb — were dismayed to learn that the

now-shuttered Park Hill Golf Club will be sold to developers.

The current owner is set to close a deal with Westside

Investment Partners on July 11.

Neither side has announced particular development plans. The

deal is wrapped up in a mess of pending litigation between the

city and golf club operator Arcis Golf, and the land is currently

subject to a conservation easement agreed to in 1997 that

prohibits development. Still, advocates fear that the move

could turn 155 acres of rolling green grass into housing

complexes, office buildings and retail space.

The land that makes up Park Hill Golf Club is part of the

George W. Clayton Trust, which is managed by Clayton Early

Learning — a nonprofit that isn't in the business of golf, open

space or real estate, but serves low-income children and is a

well-regarded preschool and educational research institute.

And it’s on the hunt for more funds.

According to a statement sent to Westword by Charlotte

Brantley, outgoing president and CEO of Clayton Early

Learning, the 501(c)(3) “was and is in a very strong financial

position.” Nonetheless, Clayton abruptly closed its second

toric Clayton College campus in 1935. / Courtesy of Clayton Early Learning
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Educare Denver Center in June 2017 for financial reasons.

Brantley says that Clayton Early Learning needs to sell the golf

course in order to maximize its assets; it had been receiving

just $700,000 annually in rental income for the golf course

land.

“While the sale of the property will result in a substantial

increase in the size of our assets, we first must use the proceeds

to replace the $700,000 per year we were receiving in rental

income for the property. ... If only to keep up with inflation, our

investment related to this asset of the Trust needs to generate

approximately $1,000,000 annually," according to Brantley.

Local open-space advocate and retired lawyer Woody Garnsey

doesn’t buy that Clayton really needs to or should sell to

developers. “When Clayton needed money in 1997,” he says,

“they were very willing and interested in receiving $2,000,000

in exchange for relinquishing development rights forever."

(That easement is technically permanent, although the city can

decide to lift it.) "Now, in an act of sellers’ remorse, they want to

undo that entire deal.”

The fascinating history of the sticky situation in which Clayton

Early Learning now finds itself goes back to 1899, when a

wealthy Denver businessman and civic leader named George

W. Clayton was found dead at his desk. To his family’s surprise,

he left the vast majority of his approximately $2 million estate

(over $40 million in today’s dollars) to the City of Denver.

According to an information sheet written for the National

Register of Historic Places, the trust was “to be devoted solely

and exclusively to the founding, establishing, and forever

maintaining a permanent college...[for] poor white male orphan

children.”

Clayton’s wife and son

had already passed

away, but one of his

surviving brothers, a

legal heir, was shocked

to find that he wouldn’t

get his due chunk of the

estate. Thomas Clayton

sued the will’s executors

for $400,000, arguing that “the education of orphans was not a

recognized public charity in Colorado.” (Notably, Mary Lathrop,

one of the first women elected to the American Bar Association,

wrote the briefs for the defense of the will. The suit was

eventually settled in favor of the Clayton estate, a novel and

widely lauded victory for both white male orphans and female

attorneys. The victory was somewhat stifled for Lathrop,

however, since she never recovered the legal fees she was

owed.)

The city, meanwhile, set to work executing George Clayton’s

will, and in 1911 finished construction of a school campus set on

a twenty-acre tract of land at 32nd Avenue (now Martin Luther

King Boulevard) and Colorado Boulevard. A collection of stone

and brick buildings with red roofing in the Renaissance Revival

style it was an upscale orphanage for its time Denver

Builders lay the foundation of Clayton College. /
Courtesy of Clayton Early Learning
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style, it was an upscale orphanage for its time. Denver

Municipal Facts wrote that the campus was a “marvel of

beauty” that was “well worth a visit.”

Clayton College for Boys officially began admitting orphan

boys in 1911 and quickly increased enrollment until it leveled

out at about sixty boys each year. As they are with Clayton

Early College's extensive operations today, costs were

comparatively high. Clayton College aimed to provide more

than the standard orphanage; George Clayton had written that

the boys "shall be instructed in such various branches of sound

education as will tend to make them useful citizens and

honorable members of society." Of course, Clayton had also

established rather selective criteria for who got to receive that

instruction: white males of “reputable parentage” who were

born in Colorado, in need of help, and whose fathers were

deceased.

Clayton College served

approximately 600

boys between 1911 and

1957, at which point a

study by the Child

Welfare League of

America found that the

College “continued to

operate in a way typical

of the 1890s and not in accordance to modern good practice in

children's institutions.” In 1969, courts liberalized some of the

restrictions of Clayton’s will, opening the orphanage to children

of any race and gender whose parents were unable to care

adequately for them for a wider variety of reasons. Eventually,

the school no longer saw a need for the residential component

of its services, and shifted its focus to researching early

education statewide. It also established an advocacy and policy

program.

Clayton Early Learning still fulfills an amended version of

George Clayton's mission to educate the underprivileged,

serving 590 children from birth to three years old last year,

nearly all of whom qualified for Head Start funding. According

to Clayton Early Learning, 57 percent of children who attend its

Educare Denver School live in single-parent households, 35

percent speak Spanish as their first language, and more than 95

percent qualify for free and reduced lunch.

That school still

occupies the historic

Clayton College

campus, where eight of

the nine original

buildings stand. The

campus, which is on the

National Register of

Historic Places, sits just

a few blocks southwest

of the Park Hill Golf Club. Originally a dairy farm that was a

separate part of Clayton's estate, the land gave the first boys in

the program the opportunity to receive agricultural instruction,

Clayton College's campus opened its doors in 1911 as a
home and school for "poor white male orphan children.”
/ Courtesy of Clayton Early Learning

Originally a dairy farm, Park Hill Golf Club opened in
1932. / Courtesy of Clayton Early Learning
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but it now operates separately from the school.

According to records from Denver Public Library, in 1932 the

farm was converted into the Park Hill Golf Club, which housed

a city-owned eighteen-hole golf club, clubhouse and swanky

restaurant open to the public; the land remained in the trust.  In

1985, that trust was transferred from the city to Clayton Early

Learning itself, which leased the course to manager Arcis Golf.

The golf course remained in

operation until last year, when

the city exercised an easement

on the 25 northeastern acres

for stormwater drainage.

However, Clayton has been interested in selling the land since

at least late 2016. According to Clayton Early Learning, it

expected Arcis not to renew its lease, and organized a

community meeting to invite public comments on the future of

the golf course. But according to Garnsey, "It became clear that

the basic premise was put forward in the first meeting that the

land was going to have to be sold and bring $24 million to

Clayton."

When Garnsey learned that the land was subject to a

conservation easement, he and neighbors began organizing to

prompt the city and Clayton to abide by its terms. In the fall of

2017, though, the city and Clayton reached a complicated

agreement that would allow the city to buy and develop half the

land. After Arcis Golf sued to maintain its right to buy the land,

that agreement was put on hold, and although litigation is still

pending, Garnsey says it's not clear whether any party involved

has shown an interest in retaining the land for a golf course or

a future park.

Clayton Early Learning confirmed, however, that the

conservation easement would stay in place even if the sale goes

through, and Denver City Council would have to agree to

remove it.

Westside Investment Partners, which is trying to buy the

property from Clayton Early Learning, is the same company

poised to redevelop the historic Loretto Heights campus in

southwest Denver into an affordable housing complex. 

Sara Fleming loves toast, the mountains, and
journalism. She joined Westword as an editorial
fellow after spending last summer as an intern. A
born-and-raised Coloradan, she couldn't refuse the
chance to spend more time covering news in the
best city in the West.
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Carlin Dunne Killed at Pikes Peak
ill Climb Race He Won Four
mes
HAEL ROBERTS | JULY 1, 2019 | 6:23AM

The Pikes Peak International Hill Climb is an iconic race, one

that begins at 9,390 feet above sea level and ends at the 14,115-

foot summit of a mountain as famous as any in America. But

over the past century, the race has also proved deadly, as our

2016 cover story on the Pikes Peak race detailed, describing the

death of Carl Sorensen during a 2015 practice run on a Ducati

motorcycle.

Now, tragedy has struck again. Carlin Dunne, the Climb's

defending champion and another member of the Ducati team,

who won the race four times since 2011, was killed on Sunday,

June 30, during the 97th edition of the competition.

Dunne is at least the seventh person to lose his life in what is

known among aficionados as the "Race to the Clouds."

The biography on Dunne's website describes him with this: 

Born into motorcycling, Dunne’s father, a South African road
racer and former Isle of Man competitor, made sure there
was a small bike waiting for Carlin when he was born. Living
above his family’s 1,000 sq. ft. motorcycle repair shop until
the age of seven, it’s no surprise that his toys growing up
consisted of old engine parts.

For Dunne, a life dedicated to two and four wheeled
motorsports was almost inevitable. Being a professional
motorcycle racer himself, Dunne's father understood the
hardships that came along with the profession and thus
never forced the same life upon his son As a result Carlin
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never forced the same life upon his son. As a result, Carlin
dabbled in all different disciplines during his youth.
Competing out of desire and not out of necessity allowed for
Dunne to develop a lifelong obsession for perfecting his
craft.

With a storied career that has more twists and turns than
Pikes Peak, Dunne has seen both brilliance and despair,
spending time atop the podium and on occasion, a hospital
bed. The culmination of which has honed a radically diverse
skill set. One that requires a no B.S. approach to getting the
job done as safely and efficiently as possible.

Safety was also a theme of Dunne's last major interview, with

CNN's Don Riddell, conducted mere days before his death.

Here's the clip:

"We all know that motorcycle racing can be dangerous," Dunne

said at the time. "But you take the necessary precautions. Many

people look at it who might not be familiar with it and think it

might be reckless abandon, just a bunch of guys twisting and

throttling, riding into oblivion."

But Dunne quickly added, "We take it very, very seriously.

Everything from wiring each and every bolt on the motorcycle.

We have tire technicians out here making sure our tires are

perfect and the temperatures are correct every single time. And

then for us, for me personally, I meditate, I practice, I run the

course in my head, and I definitely try to leave just a little bit on

the table for that x-factor, when you come around a corner and

there's a giant marmot in the middle of the race course."

The details of what happened on Sunday remain unclear.

Although race officials have confirmed that Dunne crashed

near the finish line of this race, no video of the actual incident

has surfaced thus far.

In the meantime, a joint statement about Dunne's death was

issued by the organizers of the race and Ducati North America:

The collective hearts of the Colorado Springs community and the

Board of Directors of The Pikes Peak International Hill Climb,

along with Ducati North America, share the grief and pain of Carlin

Dunne’s family, friends and fans over his untimely death.

Throughout the 97 years that this unique race has been conducted

on America’s Mountain, we have experienced the ultimate joy in

victory, the disappointment of failure and now, the unexpected

heartbreak of the loss of a competitor, whose love of the race

brought him to Pikes Peak. We mourn the tragic death of Carlin

and he will remain in our hearts forever as part of the Pikes Peak
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International Hill Climb family. Carlin will be remembered as a

warm-hearted mentor with a competitive spirit. He was a gentle

and thoughtful man who touched everyone who met him. We will

always remember his contagious smile and genuine love for sport.

There are no words to describe

our shock and sadness. Carlin

was part of our family and one of

the most genuine and kind men

we have ever known. His spirit for

this event and love of motorcycling will be remembered forever as

his passing leaves a hole in our hearts," said Jason Chinnock, CEO

Ducati North America.

With our deepest condolences,

The Board of Directors of the Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

Ducati North America
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